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ABSTRACT
Chroma screens is a term for the green and blue screens used in filmmaking, television, and
graphics during image making for the compositing of other images in post-production. Engaging
an agential realist framework to deliberate on this mode of screens wherein they are without
images, I consider chroma screens in and through material-discursive practices to argue that the
green and blue colors of chroma screens can be considered a cultural enactment of racialized
media practices. I take the image blankness of chroma screens as the condition for a performance
of blackness/race. An analysis of Sondra Perry’s work, Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor
Workstation (2016), opens onto how racial practices and concepts around blackness have
functioned in the very blankness of chroma screens. The blan/ckness relationship in Perry’s work
is leveraged to become generative of a differencing, a performance that not only sustains
blackness, a difference in color, but recognizes and animates it in constructive ways. In this paper
I show that neither blackness nor whiteness are pre-given but are caught up with a powerful
imaging and medial technique, co-constituted in, with, and through chroma screens.

INTRODUCTION
The technique of chroma screens illustrates a unique relationship between images and screens,
where images wait to be called onto screens. Chroma screens is a term for the green and blue
screens used in filmmaking, television, and graphics during image capture for later compositing
during post-production. With the technique of chroma keying, the objects shot in front of the green
or blue screens are separated out to be superimposed on another background. Arguably the camera
is replaced by the computer, or specifically the lens of the camera is replaced by the screen of the
computer. This is not to say that we don’t use cameras to record images—the relationship between
images and camera of course still exists—but the adjunct relationship between onscreen
production and post-production editing of images takes over and becomes more important and, in
some cases such as when chroma screens are used, replaces the lens-based camera altogether.
As a post-production technique, chroma screens are hardly seen in their original form—without
images, empty with the green and blue color field visible—other than in some behind-the-scenes
recordings. However, media artists have utilized some aspects of the color field of chroma screens
to suggest alternate ways of conceiving the aesthetics and experiences of chroma screens. The

delay or absence of images in chroma screens raises questions around the relationship of screens
and images and pertinent concerns around the medial performances of screens. For instance, in
How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File (2013), Hito Steyerl explores
the politics of the visibility of images and proposes that chroma screens can be a way to hide from
over-visibility by becoming a part of the image. My concern, however, is with the materialdiscursive enactments (togetherness of photographic practices and social-racial demarcations) of
chroma screens in and through which, I argue, the green and blue colors of chroma screens can
be considered a cultural enactment of racial practices. The image blankness of chroma screens as
the condition for a performance of blackness can be seen in Sondra Perry’s work, Graft and Ash
for a Three-Monitor Workstation (2016), as well as to a lesser extent in Sandra Mujinga’s
Throwing Voice (2016). To be clear, the phrase “without images” in this context does not indicate
a complete absence of images but highlights instances where they do not dominate screen space.
Images are invisible not only when they are not seen; they can be invisible when they are inactive,
inoperative, or non-functioning. In the emptiness of chroma screens I examine the various ways
in which images hide and reveal connections and sustain those connections in and through their
blankness. It is in the blan/ckness of chroma screens—an entanglement of the blankness of chroma
screen with blackness—that racial practices and concepts become in Perry’s work generative of a
differencing, a performance that not only sustains blackness, a difference in skin color, but
recognizes and animates it in constructive ways.
My study of these racialized practices examines Perry’s Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor
Workstation (2016). The work is comprised of a modified bicycle exercise machine with three
screens. A triptych nine-minute video on the screens shows Perry’s animated floating head against
a chroma blue backdrop intercut with clips from YouTube on deliverance ministries, as well as a
highly modified closeup of Perry’s skin. The blank blue chroma screen in Perry’s work generates
blackness entangled with racialized photographic practices. Taking an agential realist framework,
I discuss material-discursive practices—such as separation of the foreground and use of blue and
green color in chroma screens—that enact racial bias in photography, cinema, and digital
technologies, in order to explore the relationship between blankness and blackness. Image-making
practices may have changed, but the racial biases have been sustained. In continuing an
obfuscation of black bodies, chroma screens provide an understanding of blackness that generates
difference where blackness is recognized in its entanglement with whiteness. The material agency
of color, discourses on race and racism, and the exclusions that chroma screens enable in relation
to cultures produce and are produced by colonial and racial identities. The blank chroma screens
in Perry’s work thus highlight blankness as productive at the level of chroma or color itself. In
Mujinga’s work the blankness in and through chroma screens explores the links between
geological race formation and technological surveys of Black bodies. In this way, blackness itself
is co-constituted in, with, and through chroma screens to produce a performative understanding
of both. Through this analysis I illustrate that entanglements such as that of screens and images,
and blackness and whiteness, do not simply mean connection. Rather they are woven together in
a way that extends their dependency on each other beyond the mere identification of that
connection. The components are co-produced in and through various material-discursive
practices.
The color of chroma screens is at once an enactment of the color of certain human skin tones and
an enactment of racism. These associations unfold through the relationship between technical use
of blue and green color in chroma screens, and the history of racialized photographic and
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cinematographic practices. Diffracting the inability of media practices to recognize Black bodies
through colonial and racial discourses provides a framework for analyzing how blan/ckness of
chroma screens operates, highlighting how racism is enacted at the level of visual media
technologies. I propose that some concepts from Karen Barad’s agential realism can help us
reconfigure relationships between screens and images, and later between blankness and blackness,
and blackness and whiteness. A performative understanding of chroma screens will take into
account the multiple relations and the position of chroma screens in various assemblages of imagemaking and display. Barad’s posthumanist idea of performativity builds upon Judith Butler’s
ideas, among others, such as that of Donna Haraway, Bruno Latour, Joseph Rouse, and Andrew
Pickering.1 Such a notion of performativity can tell us something about the formation of various
entities—humans and screens, for example—and the conditions of their production. Barad argues
that since performativity produces “the matter of bodies,” it is imperative to know about the
attributes of this production.2 For chroma screens this means having a closer look at the imagemaking practices that have produced certain kinds of bodies.

CHROMA SCREENS IN AN AGENTIAL REALIST FRAMEWORK
Perry uses digital media in her work to focus on race politics in the American context. The video
of Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor Workstation includes a close-up display of her digitally
processed skin showing different-colored patches ranging from dark brown to light reddish brown.
The close-up is textured and seems to flow like a river. Perry uses this “flesh wall” or “skin wall”
(used in other works as well) to question representation of human bodies and the category of being
“human.” Since Black people are not regarded as humans, she adds, the representations that
recognize and the systems that define “human” have to be questioned. 3 This querying of the flesh
wall can be considered an enactment of blackness. For Perry, this processed skin forms a transition
space between a human and a digital creature, the laboring body and the machine.4
Perry’s digital avatar in the video provides technical details about the exercise machine in the
installation Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor Workstation. The avatar states how the exercise
machine keeps a working body fit; not just any body, but particularly the productive and laboring
Black body, which is called to our attention in many different ways here. First, the avatar cites a
study that shows that high blood pressure ailments were common for Black people who sought
equitable social relations but nonetheless faced discrimination. Disregarding systemic inequality,
these people blamed themselves, believing they were not good enough. Second, the Black body is
addressed in and through audio of deliverance ministries, which consider demonic possessions to
produce problems in the life of Black people. In the video a pastor asks, “Who are you?” The
question is directed at the evil spirit possessing a woman. The woman replies, “I’m a man like
you.… What is the problem?” Following another exchange, a kind of exorcism takes place with
screaming and shouting both from the pastor and the woman. As the demons are expelled and the
woman is “delivered” from evil, the implication in the video is that the Black body too might be
delivered from an unjust system. Third, the Black body is enunciated in its relationship with
technology. Referring to itself as an inaccurate version of Perry, the avatar claims, “… but she
could not replicate her fatness in the software that was used to make us. Sondra’s body type was
not an accessible pre-existing template.” This points to the existence of certain body types,
primarily thin white women who match Euro-American visual standards of desirability, that are
most commonly used for marketing and available via software templates.5 Here the video raises
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issues of available body types while contemplating how the kinds of filters and pregiven templates
that inhabit technologies generate racism.
These connections and conversations have to be examined as intra-actions where both chroma
screens and racial practices are being reconfigured. In the triptych display screen, the intra-action
of images and screens indicates that their agencies are co-constituted. Intra-action is Barad’s key
concept for thinking about how relations allow matter and entities to emerge. Barad uses intraaction to signal “mutual constitution of entangled agencies.”6 “Intra-action,” as opposed to
“interaction,” suggests that entities are not pre-determined but become determined in relations.
Importantly, the separation of intra-acting agencies into entities must be constituted through
specific material-discursive practices: specific kinds of agential intra-actions—called “agential
cuts” by Barad—are marks through which the boundaries and properties of things are determined.7
These cuts may be repeated as “boundary drawing practices,” and they come to constitute objects
in a particular way. The objects are, then, within and part of the practices.8 In other words, objects
are “enacted” via these practices.9 In the context of this paper, intra-action indicates that chroma
screens emerge in and through cinematic and photographic practices of image-making and their
relations with other entities such as light, camera, and software. As such chroma screens are
material-discursive practices that can be historically traced to media practices optimized for white
bodies. Chroma screens technique separates the foreground and background in order to overlay
images on the blank color field. As I will show later, the color of chroma screens was developed
with white skin tones in mind, but when used blankly without images, as seen in Perry’s work,
they enact blackness. In the video, Perry’s avatar and the deliverance ministries are placed on top
of the blue chroma. The blue chroma screens intra-act with images of the deliverance that show
the possession of Black bodies and the continued discrimination of Black bodies in technologies
and filming practices. In Perry’s work, the intra-actions or entangled agential relations of different
parts, such as blue color, images, sound, and screens, articulate Black bodies in specific ways.
Since matter is constantly forming and unforming, Barad clarifies that intra-activity constitutes
entities differentially.10 The cuts or boundaries between entities create agential separability. This
does not simply mean that entities have different agencies but that, as Barad suggests, the entities
can enact agencies outside their boundaries.11 They face out to other kinds of practices and matter
but are still entangled (exteriority-within-phenomena).12 Practices have to be closely analyzed to
trace diverse intra-actions of chroma screens across the technical apparatus, social context, medial
history, viewing habits, and image-making practices. While the boundary drawing practices,
chroma screens in the context of this paper, enact differential boundaries between blackness and
whiteness, the issue is that anti-Black ontology persists with chroma screens. In the last section of
the paper, I discuss ways of rethinking that difference through indeterminacy and inseparability.
Racial bias in technologies has been widely discussed in media and film studies scholarship,
especially the failure of a range of technology to recognize bodies of color. The famous Shirley
cards, introduced by Kodak in the mid-1950s, ensured that a white woman was the norm for
adjusting color balance in photography.13 The bias against using Brown and Black skin tones as
the touchstone for color balance continued in the color balancing techniques of digital cameras.
While many digital cameras have dual skin tone color balancing, artificial light sources still make

it difficult to photograph darker skin tones.14
This visual bias against darker skin tones has carried

over to artificial intelligence, where algorithms execute selected visibility of Black bodies.15
This
disposition of technology that allows only certain bodies to become visible is termed “algorithmic
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visibility” by Daniela Agostinho.16
Analyzing the visibility and invisibility of algorithmic
practices in Perry’s work, Agostinho comments that on a Black person’s body “the flesh is both
bearer of subjection and source (code) of freedom.”17 Perry, remarks Agostinho, uses chroma
screens as a space where the requirements and aspects of the visibility of race are re-evaluated.18
Chroma screens provide that space where relations and conditions of visibility can be renegotiated.
This is affirmed in Perry’s work when the blue chroma screens alternate with the “flesh wall,” a
highly processed close-up of Perry’s skin, directing us to think about ways of making race visible
for surveillance and invisible for civil rights. Chroma screens, then, are not just spaces that
mobilize and highlight racial injustices, they also shift our attention to image-making practices
that have sustained a racial separation of bodies.

In the entangled relationships that chroma screens are constantly negotiating, they not only
connect, relate, and re-organize connections between different parts such as image and software
but also produce sensations, affects, transitions, and experiences. In such an arrangement, entities
and agencies are constantly being enacted through discursive, material, social, cultural, scientific,
and natural practices. Some of these practices, such as the compositing technique and use of
specific colors in chroma screens, will be discussed later to demonstrate the sociotechnical
entanglement of blackness and chroma screens. It is also important to unpack the material and
discursive aspects of practices. Continuing with an agential realist position, discursive practices
are also material as they unfold. Barad emphasizes, “In an agential realist account, discursive
practices are material (re)configurings of the world through which the determination of
boundaries, properties, and meanings is differentially enacted (Barad’s italics).”19 Thus, rather
than taking knowing (a discursive activity) to be different from making (creating a material),

Barad focuses on practices as being material-discursive.20
Material and discursive are not separate,
but in a reciprocal relationship. This is demonstrated in Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor
Workstation, when only the audio of the deliverance ministry is heard as we watch a lattice frame
with a ball of Perry’s skin animation rotating on top. The construction of a Black human body is
referenced by the skin rotating on top of the grid, reminiscent of Cartesian space and producing a
powerful visual enactment of color in its contrast with the blue chroma screen. Here the blue
chroma screen is not set up blankly to act as an unbiased or receptive field waiting for images, but
is acknowledged to be a space entangled with racialized media and cinematographic postproduction practices. Perry’s chroma screen calls up the identity politics played out in
contemporary America and questions specific acts of violence against the Black community by
compositing a false narrative (such as individualized responsibility for racism, religious exorcism)
similar to compositing images on chroma screens. Furthermore, Perry’s use of chroma screens is
an attempt to think about practices of image post-production. The blank recording of chroma
screens on which images created separately are overlaid offers the possibility that images can be
produced in a space different from their space of production. However, that possibility was
devised for a certain type of images and recognized primarily white American and Europeans as
the standard body and color. A discussion later in the paper on the technical process of keying will
highlight how the racialization of technology is amplified through the specific practices of
filmmaking and chroma keying. Typical methods used in filmmaking for lighting Black and
Brown skin in film and television production continue to be problematic, as these bodies are either
too dark or over-exposed by the lighting and filmic models of the medial production space.21 When
thought through in terms of blackness, these practices draw our attention to how Black and Brown
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bodies have been photographed in film and video, as well as the persistence of racialized imagemaking practices. Chroma screens sustain such practices.
Discussing these intra-actions of blue chroma screens and Black bodies explicates that the
technological disposition against Black bodies stems from photography and filming practices.
While such practices tell us that chroma screens continue racialized practices in various fields,
they do not get to how specifically blue and green colors aid these practices and do not address
the relation between blackness and blankness, which points to the ontological and semantic
boundaries of blackness. By being attentive to material-discursive practices that connect blankness
with blackness and the role of color (green and blue) in chroma screens in sustaining blackness, I
suggest an understanding of blackness as a productive difference: blackness is not just different
from whiteness, but entangled and co-constituted in and through material-discursive practices.
Such practices sustain the difference between whiteness and blackness but also provide blackness
a potentiality by proposing that the equivalence of blackness with blankness suggests not a void
in knowing and understanding blackness, but rather, through Édouard Glissant and Denise Ferreira
da Silva, a different kind of blackness.

BLAN/CKNESS
I am concerned primarily with blackness in relation to blankness, the blankness which is also that
of the screenspace—that which has not yet been filled with images. But this cannot be divorced
from questions of blankness in knowing, or indeed of knowing, that emerge through practices of
seeing, given the occlusion of Black bodies from histories of being and knowing the world. This
very lack of knowing, this blankness or ignorance, is articulated by scholars of Afro-pessimism.
The concept of nothingness as posited in relation to Black subjectivities and the delineation of
blackness has been discussed in different ways by theorists such as Frank B. Wilderson III, Saidiya
Hartman, Fred Moten, Jared Sexton, and Hortense Spillers. Thinking about blackness in relation
to blankness raises the question of value. Blankness does not have to indicate that blackness has
no value. Wilderson notes that fungibility situates the ontological status of blackness in
“noncommunicability”: “Blackness is predicated on modalities of accumulation and fungibility,
not exploitation and alienation.”22 In other words, blackness executes blankness. In the affective
interpretation of blackness offered by Hartman, the relation of blackness to blankness takes on a
different meaning. According to Hartman, the fungibility of Black bodies—their commodity-like
“interchangeability and replaceability”—extends from being an exchange commodity to having
unlimited abstract and metaphorical value in being easily replaced and rearranged, “an abstract
and empty vessel vulnerable to the projection of others’ feelings, ideas, desires, and values.”23 In
this way, Hartman sees a history and a present in which the Black body is made to perform any
kind of labor while simultaneously indicating a nothingness, productive of adaptability and
malleability. Moten carefully introduces the discussion on Black nothingness to challenge the idea
of a “normative personhood.” He says,
Perhaps nothingness insofar as it is irreducible to and not interchangeable with emptiness
makes possible a recalibration of (what Wilderson calls “our black capacity” to) desire
that is not predicated on the constant oscillation between lack (always headed with a silent
“b”) and (whiteness as) normativity.24
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Such “normative subjectivity” can be reconfigured in our analysis of how blackness is performed,
noticed, and maintained in and through media practices.
In the context of media technologies, Sean Cubitt argues that blackness describes the conditions

of invisibility.25
Even though invisibility is not the same as the nothingness discussed above, these
two concepts have some historical and cultural equivalence. The color black, Cubitt argues, is
considered to be an absence of light.26 Although black absorbs all visible spectrums of light,
because it reflects nothing it is still regarded as an absence of color. In the same sense, although
white reflects all light, it is still perceived as “presence” in opposition to the “absence” of light in
blackness. So “black = absorption of light = nothingness” is the ocular invisibility of anything in
blackness, and “white = reflection of light = presence” is the visibility of things. In this
triangulation of black, white, and light, blackness is reduced to invisibility: “The history as well
as the practice of black—and of light—is full of gaps, of tricks to make us ‘see’ an invisibility that
otherwise refuses visibility or attempts to fill light-based media with darkness.”27 These “tricks,”
in Cubitt’s assessment, include adjustments in contrast levels during the period of black-and-white
television.28 These high contrast images increased the level of blackness as well as whiteness,
deepening their difference and suppressing intervening tonalities. Blackness is thus highlighted in
relation to whiteness and is contrasted to its surrounding color spectrum. It is the nothingness of
blackness that then becomes more visible.
In fact, this relation between blackness and whiteness is one of entanglement. It is not a contrariety
reducible to either black or white; it is not a separation of black from white, but an entwinement.
How blackness comes to be made visible in this togetherness can be illustrated via Denise Ferreira
da Silva’s notion of blacklight. Ultraviolet light, also known as blacklight, is used by Ferreira da
Silva to activate a mode of thinking about blackness. Ultraviolet light is not directly visible to
humans but is seen as glowing luminosity in objects. Blacklight then reveals constituents of the
thing it illuminates, highlighting the entanglement of various compositional elements. But more
importantly, blacklight destroys the thing that is exposed to it. For example, it has the potential to
alter DNA. For Ferreira da Silva, this means that blacklight activates the process “of separating
form (the code, the formula, the algorithm, or the principle) and matter (content, or that of which
something is composed)…. Once released by blacklight, the matter becomes available for

something that can be termed a recoding.”29
Here the entanglement of blackness and whiteness is
recognized, while blackness and whiteness can also be recomposed through material-discursive
practices, as seen in the continuation of racialized media practices. Blackness can be viewed under
certain conditions, as Ferreira da Silva argues, and those conditions are created by chroma screens
as Perry deploys them. To be sure, chroma screens in the usual post-production sense offer a
separation between the foreground and the background. But when used in the blan/ck relation in
Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor Workstation, the blankness of chroma screens itself enacts a
productive difference between Black and white bodies. This is prominent in various instances in
Perry’s work such as the adverse health effects produced by denying the experiences of
discrimination against Black bodies. Because chroma screens are used in material-discursive
practices that produce agential cuts—boundary-making practices of intra-active agencies—they
separate blackness in the entangled agencies of the media assemblage.
Thus, the blankness of blackness is recognized in the entanglement of blackness with whiteness.
Material-discursive media practices enact blackness as blankness simultaneously with its
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relationship with whiteness. It is through technical elements such as chroma screens that these
processes come to light. To trace blackness in and as chroma screens through blankness gives
blankness the function of being a conjunctive hinge in the entangled relations of media practices

and color.30
As a hinge, blankness creates an axis for both aligning and misaligning chroma
screens and blackness. Chroma screens are entwined with media practices that accommodate a
particular kind of body and selectively racially (mis)recognize. These continue to be part of
contemporary living conditions. The avatar in the video of Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor
Workstation remarks on chroma screens’ inability to produce a replication of Perry, due to the
limitation of the software; this highlights how image-making practices are aligned to replicate
certain racial and physical body types. But how the color of chroma screens (green and blue)
contributes to this enactment of blackness still needs to be examined.

CHROMA SCREEN PRACTICES AND GREEN-BLUE MATTERINGS
The technique of chroma keying used in various apparatuses over the years provides a noteworthy
way in which the blan/ckness of screens can be observed. Green and blue chroma screens actualize
and perform chromatic relations that exist between blackness, blueness, and greenness, and the
racialized practices of cinematography and photography. Blackness and chroma screens are
entwined sociotechnically in ways that constitute and perform each other. It is important to touch
upon the technicalities of chroma screens in order to show the intra-action of matter through which
blackness is separated in and through practices.
The history of chroma keying lies in film compositing techniques used at the advent of cinema.
Compositing in the simplest terms is the process of combining two or more image sources. Digital
compositing is the integration of two or more image sources through digital modification to
produce a combined form. 31 The practice of compositing was widely used in photography and

then in motion pictures.32
Digital image mattes or masks are generated for a seamless combination
of elements from multiple images. The process of generating a matte for compositing is referred
to as matte extraction, pulling a matte, or keying.33 Chroma keying generally refers to both the
generation of a matte and compositing, that is, the separation of the object from a green/blue screen
background and inserting a new background.34 Depending on the hardware and software, there are
different techniques of keying. For example, in luminance-based keying or luma-keying, the matte
extraction of the object depends on the difference in brightness of the background and foreground.
Chroma-keying fixes the background pixels on a certain chosen range of colors/hues. In some
cases, such as the standard video signals, not only the hue but also the luminance and saturation
can be specified.35 The separation of the object in the foreground from the background is critical
in chroma keying. Color separation, even lighting and color spilling are among the most common
issues in chroma keying. In green/blue chroma keying, the color of the background should not be
present in the object in the foreground because this may conflict with the keying.36 Consistent
lighting is another challenge, as it effects the intensity of the color in the keying. Flat lighting
ensures that the chrominance of the background is regular. Moreover, “spill suppression” has to
be taken into account, which happens when the color of chroma screens is reflected by parts of
the object in the foreground. 37
Compositing through keying is based on the relationship of colors as well as complex algorithmic
systems that give better control for managing that relationship. The composite image can be
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understood as a combination that adds two images by subtracting them from their original position.
The technical process of extracting the foreground from the background in chroma keying (and
the color difference method) elucidates the relationship between black and white. To illustrate
this, let us go through the process as discussed by Ron Brinkmann.38 In the process of keying an
image or an object with a blue chroma screen background, all the blue color will be replaced by
green color. This means that pixels where the value of blue is greater than green turn black (green
and blue produces black). Due to this, the blue background turns black and other pixels in the

image or object where there is more blue than green will also change color.39
Brinkmann clarifies
that this step includes a lot of other parameters and depends on how much blue has to be removed,
as the substitution of the colors may also cause difference in the intensity of the image or object
in the foreground. After this step, the matte image is extracted by subtracting blue from the green
pixel. This renders the matte image or object black and the background white (also called an
inverted matte). Next, the intended background is placed on the black foreground, re-masking the
image or object in the foreground.40 Brinkmann warns that this process may seem simple but in
practice the colors are never pure. The whites and blacks are usually different shades of grey,
which then are adjusted by tweaking the values of the color channels. The process is made easier
if the background colors are purer; hence the use of red, blue, or green in chroma keying.41 This
means that chroma keying and/or the color difference method is based on values of color

understood through the relations that colors have to each other on a spectrum.42
In additive and
subtractive relations with other colors, the green or blue background produces a composite image.
This discussion of the technical aspects of chroma screens and color relations lays the groundwork
for thinking about how techniques that emerge from technical elements engage with discursive

practices in what Barad terms the active matterings of matter.43
Although color is compositional
in Perry’s Graft and Ash, it is also racial and political, all at once. The agentic capacity of chroma
screens matter (to) Black bodies. The colors green and blue—the most widely used colors in
chroma screens—have a specific mode of gesturing; that is, they perform blackness so that it is
maintained in specific ways.
The most important consideration in deciding whether to use green- or blue-colored chroma
screens depends on what is being shot and the background that will be composited on the color.
For a sharp separation the colors in the background should be distinct from the ones in the
foreground. This can be challenging in red colors since red does not present high contrast to the
colors of human skin tones in the foreground and, therefore, can interfere with them during

keying.44
Traditionally blue has been used since the 1920s as the choice of the background color
for chroma screens. The rise of green screens is credited to the expanded use of video in the late
1960s and 1970s. Some have argued that green is preferable since blue is more common in
clothing and many other common foreground objects. 45 However, there are additional, technical
reasons for the increasing use of green chroma screens for video and digital work. First is the
availability of green color. The green chroma screen color is a particular shade of green (354C in
Pantone color scheme), a color that became more common only after 1960s developments in paint
color technology (day-glo paints).46 Second, it is relatively easier to do the lighting setup for green
chroma screens. In the color spectrum, green is a color of high luminosity. It requires less light to
create an evenly lit chroma screen background. Although less light helps control the color spill on
the objects in the foreground, the green spill is also brighter on the object in the foreground, which
is difficult to manage. On the other hand, blue is also noisier, that is, grainier than the green
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channel. 47 This is a point to consider in both film stocks and video, as they might already be

grainy. The grain of film stock may be enhanced with the use of blue chroma. 48
In video,
increasing the sharpness of the image can make the images grainier with the use of blue chroma
background. Thirdly, most video and digital cameras contain the Bayer pattern filters in their
image sensors. The Bayer photo mosaic pattern, modelled according to the human eye’s sensitivity
to colors, has the largest number of green photo sensors, making them more sensitive to green
color. 49
Another way in which green chroma is associated with race is through the association of green
with earth and geographies. The relation of green to Black bodies can be understood as a part of
extractive colonial practices and histories. In discussing ideas around the relationship between
geology and race, Kathryn Yusoff challenges what she calls “the racial blindness of the
Anthropocene.” 50 Her interest lies in an entangled logic and politics of the extraction of bodies
and minerals as racialized/fossilized narratives. Yusoff builds on the work of Hartman and others
around “fungibility” and specifically focuses on the ways the concept of the Anthropocene has
failed to deal with Black bodies in contemporary debates. Yusoff argues that ecological
discussions of the Anthropocene do not take into account the violence of imperialism and
colonialism, which for centuries was enacted on and through Brown and Black bodies.51 The literal
enslavement of Black bodies and the tearing of resources from their land, upon which colonial
trade and empire were forged, has made both land and bodies into properties. Instead of Black
bodies being regarded as human, they have become inert matter, devoid of human agency, and
instead part of geological matter. 52
The obfuscation of Black bodies in extractive geological politics takes a diametrically opposite
form in surveillance technologies, where Black bodies are made conspicuous. The linking of
geological race formation and technological survey of Black bodies in and through green chroma
screens is proposed by Sandra Mujinga. Mujinga works across sound, video, performance, and
installation art using green chroma screen in numerous ways to move through questions of
representation, surveillance, masking, and obscuring. She employs the green chroma screen in the
color of walls in the installation Nokturnal Kinship (2018) and the light of the exhibition space in
SONW: Shadows of New Worlds (2020), as well as in the backgrounds of videos such as Throwing
Voice (2016) and Catching Up (2017). In Throwing Voice a video is projected in an installation
space through three polycarbonate sheets in an upright position, curling from its sides and held
together with wires. In the video, Mujinga herself poses against a green screen. Her face is
contorted, and her clothes permeate the green of the chroma screen at places, giving her body the
appearance of being “under construction.” The video is accompanied by audio from makeup
tutorials by Black females on how to contour and highlight different parts of the face. It seems as
though the Black body itself is a work in progress. The makeup technique of contouring requires
dark and light shades of makeup products to add depth and dimension to the face or body part.
The percolation of the green chroma screen through different parts of Mujinga’s body, similar to
the makeup technique of contouring, hides some parts and highlights others. Moreover, the
overflowing green of the chroma screen not only hides the Black body but holds the promise to
make it better by juxtaposing new images, similar to the contouring of makeup to enhance the
body part.
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Throwing Voice resonates with Steyerl’s use of green screens in How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking
Didactic Educational .MOV File by recognizing the politics of visibility in chroma screens, though
Mujinga aligns this technological visibility specifically with the color of Black skin. Considering
the “emptiness” of blackness, Mujinga places her work in the duality of (in)visible Black bodies,
while also examining what it means to be in darkness.53 Affirming her views on the use of green
screens, Mujinga says, “In my videos when you see a black background, it’s green screen.… It

allows me to host ideas and alternative spaces. Green is ultimately Black.”54
Here the green
chroma screen is equated with Black bodies in their invisible and hidden blankness. They become
spaces on which ideas of Black identities are made, similar to the way images are inserted to create
new backgrounds on chroma screens. The green chroma screen in Throwing Voice embodies the
dualities of invisibility-visibility and absence-presence. Even though these dualities are equated
with the positioning of Black bodies, Mujinga folds visibility with invisibility and highlights their
co-presence.
The blackness executed in the material-discursive practice of green chroma screens in Mujinga’s
Throwing Voice is one specific entanglement of blackness with blankness; the other entanglement
of blackness with blankness is carried out in the entwinement of the blueness of chroma screens
with blackness. One of the reasons for using blue and green for chroma screens is that they are
furthest away from human skin tones, but Perry asks the pertinent question, whose skin tone are
we talking about here?55 Human skin has yellow to red tones that contrast well with blue and
green. 56 Brinkmann notes that the color of hair and skin are a deciding factor in the use of blue or
green color screens. He states that some argue that darker skin tones have more blue than whiter
ones, but he is quick to brush these arguments aside by stating that such a “theory has never been
rigorously tested.”57 On the other hand, Jeff Foster explains why blonde hair might key better
against a blue background since the green background makes blonde hair appear too red.58
However, he concedes that it depends on the colors used in the foreground image. Neither of them
directly addresses the color of skin in relation to the chroma screen color, but both imply a
correlation between the color of skin and chroma screen color. The tendencies toward yellow to
red undertones are that of white skin as commonly observed by cinematographers. Black and

Brown skin have mostly blue undertones. 59
A blue background, therefore, absorbs black tones and
makes it more difficult to separate out.
Perry, cognizant of all these relational color combinations, actually correlates chroma key blue
with blackness. 60 After all blue is the color of blackness in many ways. From the color of skin to
the journey of crossing the blue waters of the Atlantic, blue accompanies black, coalescing and
relating with and to it. In spite of these relations, blue chroma screens are not suited to the Black
skin tone for image compositing. In a way, blue chroma screens enact a refusal to acknowledge
Black bodies as separate since the color blue is more active in Black skin. Drawing a specific
connection with the blue color of chroma screens and black, Perry states that the blue chroma key

absorbs shadows much better than the green chroma key, and hence “approximate[s] blackness.”61
In this way, Perry positions blue chroma screens in an ambiguous and unstable but active space.
The instability of the blue chroma screens is not a representation of blackness but the shifting
performance of blackness in and through the material-discursive practices—some of which, such
as keying and racialized photographic practices, have been explicated here. The screen is not just
hiding and revealing images, but instead intra-acting with history, race, laws, and nation-states as
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much as the discursive practices of medial representation and technological development.
Blackness engages with and co-constitutes these arrangements in and of the world.
In an agential realist framework, detecting and evaluating blackness is inseparable from the
material-discursive phenomena of chroma screens. Since assessments and modes of evaluation
are inseparable from what is being evaluated, blackness is co-constitutive of the (green/blue) color

of chroma screens. Moreover, matter and meaning exist in the act of evaluating/valuing.62
The
meaning and productive value of blackness in a dominant post-production practice lies with the
performance of chroma screens. The value of blackness and chroma screens is given only in and
through their intra-active performances. In Perry’s video such intra-action is visible in the
background alternating between blue chroma screen and the flesh wall when the avatar comments
on the value of Black bodies being measured by the perceived fairness of the system and the world.
Barad places importance on the act of measuring as a way of accounting for material-discursive
practices, which we can see is also taking place through the technical processes of color-matting.
Barad emphasizes the importance of how things are measured and the ethics of that process more
than simply what a measurement is. The how of the measuring constitutes what is revealed. 63 The
measurement of blackness in chroma practices reveals the continuation of racialized technical
practices. Measuring Black bodies in terms of their productivity is affirmed in several ways by
Perry’s avatar. But the question of how that measuring takes place requires the interrogation of
ontological frameworks in and through which racialized technical practices such as chroma
screens operate. Blackness is compared to whiteness and the difference between them bestowed
per white standards. According to Ferreira da Silva, blackness is determinate for the Hegelian and
Kantian traditions, as these assume human difference is based on a universal benchmark, which
for them is White Europeanness.64 But as I have shown, blackness is not pre-given but caught up
with—among a range of other relations and things—a powerful imaging and media technique, coconstituted in, with, and through chroma screens.
Might chroma screens then perform an excess of blackness? Such excesses, on the one hand and

according to Ferreira da Silva, can legitimize racial violence against Black people. 65
Yet this
excess, which seems to be a “disruptive force,” is simultaneously the creative capacity of
blackness. The blankness of chroma screens can in this way be understood as a performance of
excess blackness. In the entanglement of blackness and whiteness, blackness is executed as a
productive difference that also maintains ontological and semantic shifting boundaries. Does the
blankness then make blackness difficult to understand and know? Would transparency and
visibility address the blankness of blackness? Ideas positioning openness as a condition of
knowing stem from European onto-epistemological ideas of inquiry. This compels us likewise to
evaluate why invisibility should, at least to the extent of opacity, be required. As Édouard
Glissant has argued, transparency is a grasping at something being brought closer to the self, thus
reducing the thing that is being grasped. 66 Such opacity, however, is not in conflict with visibility
but constitutes instead a different kind of comprehension of blackness.

BLAN/CK OPACITY
Glissant’s call for a “right to opacity” is a demand to unthink simplifying difference for the sake
of transparency. He says:
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But difference itself can contrive to reduce things to the Transparent.
If we examine the process of “understanding” people and ideas from the perspective of
Western thought, we discover that its basis is this requirement for transparency. In order
to understand and thus accept you, I have to measure your solidity with the ideal scale

providing me with grounds to make comparisons and, perhaps, judgements.67
The above statement calls on blackness to remain unrecognized and opaque. To be clear, Glissant
is discussing a particular kind of transparency that is demanded by Western thought. This refers
back to the earlier discussion by Ferreira da Silva, who was concerned with how blackness and
whiteness are produced according to the standards of White Europeans. Elsewhere Glissant talks
about “grasping” and how bringing the thing closer to oneself does not recognize the thing. Rather,
he explains that “to grasp” means to take the thing closer to oneself which is “a gesture of

enclosure if not appropriation.” 68
Then perhaps to understand something one needs to get closer
not bring it closer. The (in)visibility of blackness can be thought of in terms of Glissant’s right to
opacity where blackness is not to be understood or grasped, but to be moved towards. Here, in a
Baradian sense, the measurement of blackness itself is being challenged. Glissant’s idea of a “right
to opacity” is an acknowledgement of not being able to fully know or grasp. Western thought,
according to Glissant, insists on transparency and knowing, in other words being able to separate,
but Glissant says,
Agree not merely to the right to difference but, carrying this further, agree also to the right
to opacity that is not enclosure within an impenetrable autarchy but subsistence within an
irreducible singularity. Opacities can coexist and converge, weaving fabrics.69
For Glissant, opacity is not closing down or separation into self and other, it is rather being open
to divergences of many opacities. He talks about “weaving”—an intertwining without any
boundaries. For him, a difference is maintained in multiple opacities.
Although Ferreira da Silva too conceives of this kind of singular multiplicity, she arrives at it in a
slightly different way. She insists on thinking about difference in ways that avoid separability,

determinacy, and sequentiality, arguing that things should be seen as entangled.70
She suggests

“nonlocality” for such an imagining, as entanglement does not exist in space and time for her.71
Ferreira da Silva advocates nonlocalization as having actual and virtual existence. She argues,
What nonlocality exposes is a more complex reality in which everything has both actual
(spacetime) and a virtual (nonlocal) existence. If so, then why not conceive of human
existence in the same manner? Why not assume that beyond their physical (bodily and
geographic) conditions of existence, in their fundamental constitution, at the subatomic
level, humans exist entangled with everything else (animate and in-animate) in the

universe.72
The nonlocality Ferreira da Silva proposes is a coexistence. Chroma screens in Perry’s Graft and
Ash for a Three-Monitor Workstation and Mujinga’s Throwing Voice are instances where the
blankness of chroma screens is a kind of nonlocalization of blackness. In this entanglement of
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blan/ckness the actual (spacetime) and virtual (nonlocal) coexist in their differencing in particular
ways, some of which are explicated in this paper. In both Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor
Workstation and Throwing Voice, intra-actions of chroma screens enact blan/ckness in different
ways, such as blan/ckness as a background on which other images can be juxtaposed; blan/ckness
as a performance of racialized bodies; blan/ckness entwining with whiteness; blan/ckness
questioning the productivity of Black bodies; blan/ckness as a work in progress; and blan/ckness
whose materiality depends upon extractive racial geopolitics. In this way blan/ckness is not
restricted to the installation, the exhibition space, or the space occupied by the exercise machine,
but also moves us to feel entangled with it.
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